
Index No Object Name BriefDescription Image
NWHCM : 1905.14.4 spit Roasting spit, plain spit, 2 pronged fork, metal wheel

NWHCM : 1922.135.25 piano Square piano by Broadwood; inscription over
keyboard reads - John Broadwood and Sons /
Makers to His Majesty and the Princesses / Great
Pulteney Street, Golden Square, London; wooden
body with brass edging and floral decoration. Top can
be lifted as a whole or in sections, large crack in top.
Smaller front section of top in two halves, left side
when lifted reveals keys, right reveals section of
strings; ebony and ivory keys; above is inlayed panel
with inscription and carved decorative panel either
side. six fluted legs with brass castors. Legs removed
for safer storage; about 1810-1820

NWHCM : 1922.135.299.1 spit Spit jack, brass and iron decorative frame, wooden
cylinder, query cogs missing, mounted on dome-
topped wooden mount

NWHCM : 1922.135.407.1 spit Spit, plain, two pronged fork, metal wheel

NWHCM : 1922.135.407.4 spit Plain spit with two pairs of two pronged forks

NWHCM : 1929.111.2 spit Plain metal spit with wooden wheel. Incomplete, with
small chunk missing from wheel.

NWHCM : 1929.111.3 spit Plain metal spit, wooden wheel, incomplete. Wooden
wheel has crack running from the centre to the edge
of wheel.
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NWHCM : 1937.89.62 box Box for costume; softwood; two handles (one

missing), painted, lined and grained to resemble
mahogany; lock mechanism.

NWHCM : 1970.7 sewing machine Treadle operated sewing machine made by Wheeler
and Wilson, Bridgeport, Connecticut, U.S.A. number
37928 type number 10, lock-stitch, at some time put
on a Singer frame, for clothing, fore runner of
industrial machine

NWHCM : 1971.606 cooker Wall oven with drop door, 19th century. Semi circular
oven with knob at top of door which opens with two
latches at bottom of door. Two metal rods run along
top of oven, with two knobs at top of oven at front.
Metal band at back that curves around the oven.

NWHCM : 1972.258.6 door Top of doorcase with scrolled consoles, painted a
brown colour, 19th century

NWHCM : 1972.258.15 fireplace Fire grate, semi-circular register fire grate with three
bars; two floriate bands either side of the frame, a
square plaque with the Prince of Wales feathers
flanked by two crowns on a circular daisy or sun-burst
motif; the grate takes the form of two arches, one
inverted over the other; incomplete - no basket; from
Magdalen Street, Norwich; early 19th century
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NWHCM : 1974.351.4 heater Paraffin heater by Buflam, stands on three short legs,

painted black and silver with slits in the sides and
holes in the top to let the heat out, circular wick,
handle for lifting, early 20th century. Front has
'Buflam' logo attached.

NWHCM : 1974.474.1 wheelchair Invalid chair, Tansad folding chair, self-propelling
chair, 2 driving wheels 444 mm diameter with rubber
pneumatic tyres, 2 rear tangent wheels with ball
bearings, tubular sprung frame, sliding footboard,
polished hardwood propelling rims, no seat or back,
early 20th century

NWHCM : 1974.474.3 wheelchair Invalid chair, the Merlin self propelling chair, Allwin
trade mark, 2 driving wheels 533 mm diameter, 25
mm rubber pneumatic tyres, 2 tangent wheels with
ball bearings at rear, tubular handle with white rubber
grip, sliding footboard, polished hard wood propelling
rims, canvas seat and back, sprung frame, illustrated
in Army and Navy Stores Ltd, price list 1939 to 1940

NWHCM : 1974.474.4 wheelchair Invalid chair, marked R.A. Harding (Bath) Ltd,
Manufacturers, Bath, 2 front spoked wheels 584 mm
diameter with pneumatic tyres, 2 spoked tangent
wheels at back with rubber rims 229 mm diameter,
tubular frame, back wheels sprung, sliding footboard,
brake, sides, back and sprung seat upholstered in
oiled canvas, 20th century

NWHCM : 1975.213.54 chest Wooden chest of drawers. There are three drawers
fronted with maple wood with recessed wooden knob
handles. Cabinet surround is treated with wood stain
or varnish in dark brown. Unit sits on four moulded
feet. Early 19th century.
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NWHCM : 1978.172 lavatory Cast iron lavatory cistern painted white, The

Burlington Patent No. 374873, complete with flush
mechanism, pull and lead piping, late 19th century

NWHCM : 1978.182 cycle Bicycle, ladies cycle, made in London by the Dayton
Cycle Co Ltd.; frame painted black with oil bath chain,
hub brakes, wicker rear basket and three-speed
gears; 1920s

NWHCM : 1978.545.1 pram Dolls' pram with brown wooden chassis, black oilskin
hood and cover, complete with home made pink
cotton mattress and pillow, used by donor, early 20th
century

NWHCM : 1978.553 lawnmower Atco self-propelled lawnmower by Charles H. Pugh
of Birmingham, machine no 5072B, single cylinder 2-
stroke petrol engine by Villiers; engine, cutter bar and
rollers mounted on cast iron frame, handles for
steering with clutch and throttle controls, rotary cutter
bar and main roller driven through chains, with grass
box, early 20th century, bought secondhand in the
early 1920s and used in Taverham, Norfolk

NWHCM : 1979.344.1 easel Tripod wooden easel, with t shaped back leg, hinged
on cross bar of t, back leg longer than front two, fixed
horizontal bar to support board has shelf beneath,
20th century

NWHCM : 1981.303 water heater Gas water heater, cylindrical with plate with the name
Lido, spout on the front and near the base, the gas
tap marked Omnia and lighting jet, from 37 St
Stephen's Square, Norwich, Norfolk, about 1920

NWHCM : 1984.85.1 desk Office desk, wooden, two drawers, brass top rails,
sides and legs of desk painted white, item from
Norwich Consolidated Charities, 10 Golden Dog
Lane, Norwich, Norfolk; early 20th century
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NWHCM : 1984.85.2a stool Wooden desk stool, sloping seat, stretcher, having a

tie on seat cushion, brocade, red on natural ground,
item from Norwich Consolidated Charities, 10 Golden
Dog Lane, Norwich, Norfolk, late 19th century

NWHCM : 1995.49.12 cupboard Wall cupboard, wooden with side shelves, central
cupboard with two wooden doors, lock and key, six
shelves inside cupboard, at each side of cupboard
are four small shelves, shelf over central cupboard
with central shield motif, 1900 to 1910

NWHCM : 1995.49.22 table Bedside table, wooden, rectangular, varnished; two
open compartments with a shelf in the middle; two
hinges attached to the top; legs taper slightly towards
base; back legs are plain and front legs have square
feet; ply back panel; 1900 to 1910
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NWHCM : 2013.80.5 auger Auger - Long metal pole attached to cross base, used

for making post holes in the ground.

NWHCM : 2013.80.13 pilaster Fluted wooden pilaster, semi-circular shape, slightly
tapered at one end. Hollow. Painted dark brown
evidence of some blue paint in areas.

NWHCM : 2013.80.32 chair Child's high chair, wood with flat seat and footrest;
horizontal rail missing from centre back, splayed feet;
repair to upright back rail; about 1840s
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NWHCM : 2013.80.33 chair Chair, plain, unvarnished wood with flat seat; back

has four vertical rails over a horizontal rail; about
1900s

NWHCM : 2013.80.44 chair Chair, wood; back is slightly arched with four
horizontal slats; plain flat seat; plain stretchers; front
legs have rounded feet; about 1890 - 1900

NWHCM : 2013.80.84 case Clock case for a long case clock; incomplete with no
hood or plinth; miscellaneous case parts; mid to late
19th century
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NWHCM : 2013.80.108 rug Rug, rectangular in red, blue, green and yellow; three

star designs in centre; two surrounding borders, inner
with blue background outer with red background;
fabric edge on top and bottom; long edges
unfinished, appear to have been cut; tape on one
side; hessian backing

NWHCM : 2013.80.139 door Large door with window

NWHCM : 2013.80.140 frame Wooden door case, with decorative scrolls.

NWHCM : 2013.80.142 shelf Wooden kitchen shelving

NWHCM : 2014.57.10 box Wooden open top box. Thin rectangular box with
strips of leather on two sides that stretch underneath.
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NWHCM : 2014.57.14 fire grate Fire grate and surround, cast iron; grate with three

curved bars with a panel below decorated with
flowers (roses and thistles); loose grate base; fire
surround decorated with a concave casting which is
fluted and decorated with flowers (roses and thistles);
both outer and inner castings surmounted by a
square box-like casting enclosing a daisy-like flower
head; the back of the fire grate has the no. '114'; 1875
- 1900

NWHCM : 2014.57.20 fire grate Fire grate with surround; cast iron; grate with three
curved bars (one missing); the bottom bar sits on
three ball feet; two plain vertical panels with circular
finials; plain surround; on either side two vent (flue ?)
tubes with circular ends decorated with daisy pattern;
late 19th century

NWHCM : 2014.57.24 fire guard Fire guard, semi-circular with pierced decorative
open work panel and ferrous metal (tin) frame; mid -
late 19th century

NWHCM : 2014.57.25 fire grate front Fire grate front in cast iron and brass; curved front
with open work bras panel; two shaped brass
uprights terminating in finials; curved iron fire bars
surmounted by brass finials; incomplete (no grate
bottom) ; early 19th century

NWHCM : 2014.57.26 fire grate Fire grate, cast iron with five curved fire bars; reeded
or fluted surround set at an angle; back of the grate
has the impressed no. - 38; mid 19th century
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NWHCM : 2014.57.30 fire grate Fire surround, cast iron with three fire bars; the centre

bar is of circular form; straight sided frame with a tall
arched opening with a black (possibly japanned?)
finish; the surround has iron attachments at top and
bottom for holding in place; late 19th century

NWHCM : 2014.57.32 fire surround Fire surround with grate, cast iron; square opening
with barley twist decorated border; cast decoration in
high relief; flanking the opening are two columns
topped with foliate decoration; across the front of the
surround, a shell and foliage; grate base but no fire
bars; mid 19th century

NWHCM : 2014.57.34 fire grate Fire grate, cast iron, flat fronted; central section is in
the form of two semi-circles, one inverted over the
other; decorated in vertical bands bearing foliate
motifs; two curved fire bars and grate; early 19th
century

NWHCM : 2014.57.38 fire grate Fire grate, cast iron; upright panels either side of fire
bars, each bearing three blind framed panels; five
straight fire bars and cast iron back plate; hob plates
either side of grate; incomplete; 19th century

NWHCM : 2014.57.39 oven Wall oven, cast iron and tin; plain, rectangular upright
front in cast iron with raised, cast border; the front has
a rectangular section cut out at the top edge; two
pintles for hanging door (door missing); two internal
shelf brackets; rectangular oven in sheet metal; 19th
century
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NWHCM : 2014.57.40 oven Wall oven in sheet metal; square, black front with

circular brass door handle and two brass knobs on
rods which run the length of the oven, terminating in
a curved metal band which wraps round the back of
the oven; side opening door with two square hinges;
single internal shelf; semi-circular oven; 19th century

NWHCM : 2014.57.41 cistern Lavatory cistern; plain, rectangular wooden cistern
with lead lined internal compartment with holes to
take the lever mechanism; an overflow pipe and
underneath a threaded brass fitting for down pipe;
lever mechanism in iron, wood and brass; late 19th
century

NWHCM : 2014.57.43 cistern Lavatory cistern; rectangular cast iron cistern painted
green; marked on both sides - Tidal Wave / Lamberts
Ltd Engineers / London / Syphon Cistern; lid marked
- No. 2; cover split to allow movement of lever arms;
original mechanism; chain but no pull; early 20th
century

NWHCM : 2014.57.45 fender Fireplace fender in cast iron, sheet metal and brass;
flat metal tray with T-shaped piece of iron work in the
centre; decorated with urn shaped finials with
decorative repeat pattern borders above and below,
corner front section set on two feet; brass top rail with
ball shaped finials on both ends; late 19th century

NWHCM : 2014.57.50 fire surround 31 pieces of fireplace, we think from three different
sources. Pieces vary greatly in size and colour. Some
are black with decorative patterns on front. Others
are plain and grey. Two larger pieces beige, but are
discoloured to brown/red, may not be from a
fireplace. Some pieces have a number carved into
them, '195'. All are either rectangular or square. All
are concrete and marble. Some have screws
protruding from them.

NWHCM : 2014.57.51 tool chest Wooden woodworkers tool chest, bottom interior
divided into two lengthways with two removable trays
on top, the lid is hinged on two metal hinges and has
lock and key, lid is edged with metal strip, lifting
handles are no longer present
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NWHCM : 2014.57.57 workshop bench Workshop bench with space for approx. twenty

drawers, eight of which are still present - all others
missing, drawers have metal pull handles apart from
one which is missing both handle and metal
attachment and another missing a handle, top of
bench has a yellow and grey piece of lino attached
as well as a worn blue piece of plywood and two
pieces of metal attached, two worn hinges at one end,
the side without drawers is painted blue but very
worn, handwritten label attached to bench indicates
that it was used for repairs, servicing vehicles
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